The KEITH® V-18 WALKING FLOOR System improves versatility, introducing the V-Floor system to many new applications. The aluminum V-18 slat is ideal for materials that may be too demanding for a standard slat, but do not require the ruggedness of the more robust V-9 slat.

**Key Benefits**
- No floor seal
- Leak resistant
- Lightweight floor system
- Sub-deck provides full length floor hold down
- Full length bearing support
- Impact resistance
- Ideal for many backhauls

**V-18 Design Profiles**

- **ALUM TRAILER WALL**
  - 3/8” Flat Top Aluminum
- **STEEL TRAILER WALL**
  - 1/2” Impact
  - 1/2” CWS Impact

**The V-18 WALKING FLOOR System is ideal for unloading**
- Municipal Solid Waste
- Recycled Materials
- Wood Chips
- Fine Materials

www.keithwalkingfloor.com
www.v-floor.com
The KEITH V-Floor unloading system is specially designed to handle maximum duty loads. Floor slat options include a variety of high wear steel and aluminum profiles. As with all WALKING FLOOR systems, the V-Floor system provides safe, efficient and versatile unloading. The KEITH® WALKING FLOOR® system is capable of quickly loading or unloading most bulk products.

**Key Benefits**
- Unique slat design absorbs high impact
- No floor seal
- Full length bearing support
- Leak resistant with capability to carry up to 55 gallons of liquid
- Suitable for nearly any heavy-duty use
- Available for mobile & stationary uses
- Optional designs for high temp applications, such as soil remediation and asphalt delivery

**V-9 Design Profiles**

![V-9 Design Profiles Diagram]

**V-9 Design Profiles**

- 1/8" or 5/32" Steel
- 3/8" Flat Top Aluminum
- 7/32" Aluminum

**Available on 10 & 10 1/2" Centers**
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**The V-9 WALKING FLOOR System is ideal for unloading**
- Demolition Debris
- Aggregate
- Asphalt
- Clay
- Sand & Gravel
- Municipal Solid Waste
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